Operation Wake Up Call
Script 1.1
How’s it going?
(shake hands if possible)
I’m _______ , I’m not selling anything and I’m not collecting for anything, I just wanted
to meet my neighbors. Say do you know much about Jesus?
<yes>
Great. I bet I can
tell you three things
about Jesus you
didn’t know.

<no>
You know people
talk a lot about
Jesus but I bet I can
tell you three things
about Jesus you
didn’t know.

<I’m a Baptist etc.> <I’m not interested>
[A] Do you consider I’m not selling
yourself a religious anything and I’m
man?
not collecting for
anything, I just
<no> skip to [B]
wanted to meet my
<yes> skip to [C]
neighbors.
<Skip to [B]>

1. Jesus real name actually was “Yeshua” which in Hebrew means “salvation” (Mt. 1:21).
“Jesus” is a modern English pronunciation of the Greek translations of his name.
2. Yeshua was not born on December 25th, in fact he was actually born in the fall, during
the Jewish festival of Tabernacles.
3. Yeshua was a Jew. Yeshua did not actually come to create a new religion but to be the
Jewish Messiah. In fact his original followers were a sect of Judaism called
“Nazarerenes”.
[B] Say do you have a Bible?
<no> That’s fine I brought mine.
Say if we could sit down together I would love to show you some more things in the
Scriptures that would blow your mind.
<yes> Start Study One [end script]
<no time> I understand, I really would like to show you some things that are really
important. When would be a better time we could get together? [end script]
<I’m a Baptists, etc> Go to [A]
<I’m not interested> I’m not selling anything and I’m not collecting for anything, I’m
just looking for fellow truth-seekers.

[C] Its great that you’re a fellow truth-seeker. As a truth-seeker myself, I would love to
learn more about your faith. I want my beliefs to be big enough to include all the facts,
open enough to be tested and flexible enough to change. Perhaps we could sit down and
share, I’m always interested in truth.
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